SPECIAL FEATURE
Big "I" Virtual Risk Consultant (VRC) Demos Added

The Big I Advantage® Virtual Risk Consultant (VRC), powered by Rough Notes, is a trusted insurance knowledge base platform available exclusively to Big "I" members. We have recently developed eight new training videos to help you get up and running with VRC.

Topics include:

- Overview
- Personal Lines Risk Exposure System
- Personal Lines E&O Checklists
- Commercial Lines E&O Checklists
- Coverages Applicable
- eMarketing for Agencies
- Policy Forms & Manuals (PF&M)
- Insurance Words and Their Meanings

VRC helps you quickly get the information you need to understand your customers' operations and exposures while identifying appropriate coverages. As a Big "I" member, you enjoy exclusive member pricing which represents an extraordinary value. Annual plans start at just $250/year per agency for up to 15 users. Similar products in the marketplace sell for thousands per year.

Learn more at www.independentagent.com/VRC or click here to register.